
CAP PEAK MOUNTED FACESHIELDS
Fully dielectric-mounting bracket provides a positive seal to keep debris from filtering between cap
and shield. The shield may be pivoted above the cap between uses without removing the cap.
Designed to fit on the front peak of our E-2 and P-2 caps.
PART # DESCRIPTION

FM70 Faceshield Cap bracket. Fits on the front peak of the 
E-2 and P-2 caps.

FM71 Faceshield Cap bracket. Fits on full brim protective hats

HIGH PERFORMANCE® FACESHIELD
Four inch faceshield crown is molded from same material as welding helmets for extended service
life. Exclusive Channel Grip Mounting System consists of a deep, recessed mounting channel with a
wide rim to keep debris away from the crown/window seal. Locking cams hold the faceshield window
securely in place. Uses wide, wraparound 16 inch windows to provide 40% more protective area than
standard 12 inch windows. Also accepts Extended View 19 inch windows. Available with 3 cap mounting
devices including Speedy Loop, Quick-Lok and Quick-Lok Mounting blades for slotted caps.
PART # DESCRIPTION

F4400 F400 with QUICK-LOK® cups for E2QRW & P2QWR caps
F5400 F400 with 5000 speedy loop
F6400 F400 with slotted cap blades

FACESHIELD WINDOWS
Lightweight, dimensionally stable, crystal clear, distortion free, impact and scratch resistant windows
are injection molded from propionate, which is superior to other window materials in every significant
performance characteristic. They are preformed at the factory to the exact curve of the faceshield
crowns for easy installation, an exact fit and a perfect seal. Windows are .060” thick for an extra margin
of protection, yet cost no more than ordinary .040" windows. Available in clear and multiple tints for
specific applications. Shade 5 protects from Oxy-Fuel welding and cutting; True-View Gray protects
from glare and UV outdoors while allowing the wearer to see in natural color.
PART # DESCRIPTION

4178CL .060" 8" x 16 1/2" clear, wide view
4199CL .060" 9 3/4" x 19" clear, extended view
4178IRUV5 .060" 8" x 16 1/2" shade 5, wide view
4178TVGY .060" 8" x 16 1/2" true view gray, wide view

PROTECTIVE CAP/WELDING HELMET COMBINATIONS
5000 ADJUSTABLE SPEEDY® MOUNTING LOOP SYSTEM for frequent on/off use with protective caps.
Welding helmets, faceshields, goggles, etc. may be mounted while the cap is on the head. No tools or
modified caps required. (Does not affect ANSI rating.)
PART # DESCRIPTION

4906GY Tigerhood lift front with QUICK-LOKS®

5906GY Tigerhood lift front with 5000 SPEEDY® Loop
52090BK Futura 4" x 5" with 5000 SPEEDY® Loop
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MODEL F-400-DC DUAL CROWN PROTECTIVE MASK
Provides extended, wraparound protection for tough working conditions.  Broader, deeper, 4” crown
and chin protectors provide an extra margin of protection when harsh conditions require it. Made
from NORYL, the same material used in our welding helmets, model F-400-DC series protective
crowns are stronger, more durable and more heat resistant than ordinary faceshields. Also available
with Speedy Loop, Quick-lok, and Quick-Lok Slot Blade mounting devices for protective caps.
PART # DESCRIPTION

F400DC Faceshield with chin guard
FM70DC Cap bracket mount and chin guard


